President’s Message

There is global attention to the complex inter-sectionalities between development, diversity and democracy. It has local, national, regional, continental and civilizational trajectories.

There is no scope for postponing the much needed interrogations three central features of modern times. They are about the strengths and limits of industry driven development, ii. the issue of increasing mismatch between the imperatives of diversity and unity in major human civilizations including India in the age of multi-culturality and migration, and iii. the pathology of multi-party representative democracy with increasing capacity and craving for participatory democracy. We are happy that the Indian sociologists are gathering for a three days dialogue and discussion about the interrelatedness of development, diversity and democracy at Mahatma Gandhi Kashi Vidyapeeth at Varanasi from 29th November to 1st December, 2014. It is a most suitable avenue for our dialogues about the prevailing global questions and national concerns as it was founded by the freedom fighters to promote intellectual base for anti-colonial awareness and movements in society which it did so successfully since its foundation by Mahatma Gandhi in 1921 under the inspiring leadership of luminary thinker-practioners of social sciences like Dr. Bhagwan Das, Acharya Narendra Dev, Dr. Sampa Lall and Shri Srikantak.

It is a matter of deep satisfaction that this 40th national conference of Indian Sociological Society is getting inaugurated by the President of India Shri Pranab Mukherjee. Coming of the president of our republic to the ISS conference is one of the most significant events in the long journey of Indian Sociological Society as Shri Pranab Mukherjee is going to be the first President to address us - the sociologists of India. We are sure that the address by the first citizen of India is going to attract the attention of not only the sociologists of India and abroad. It will be also a source of positive encouragement for the intelligentsia, the media and the society at large to go beyond the myths of the last century in the context of the eternal human quest for liberty, equality and fraternity. The 21st century is drifting from crisis to crisis in the realms of economy, politics and society and we the sociologists are expected to undertake fresh enquiries about the powers and promises of industrialism, homogenisation, and parliamentarism.

I hope that the above will be suitable for your purposes.

Regards,
Anand Kumar

Editor’s Message

Dear Colleagues,
Seasons’ Greetings!

It gives me immense pleasure in bringing you the second volume of the ISS E-newsletter. The launch of E-newsletter has been appreciated by all, which has motivated us to strive to make it more meaningful and informative to members. I take this opportunity of thanking all those members who have provided their feedback as well as information to be shared on this platform to us. The success of this E-newsletter will depend on your participation by way of providing us with news which you all would like to share with sociology fraternity.

By now, all of you must be preparing to go to 40th All India Sociological Conference at Varanasi. In this issue, we bring you the programme of the conference as well as the name of the presenters in various RCs.

Happy academic deliberations
With regards,
Rashmi Jain
# INDIAN SOCIOCOMMUNITY SOCIETY

## 40th All-India Sociological Conference on
(November 29, 30 & December 01, 2014)
"Development, Diversity & Democracy"
Organized By Department of Sociology,
Mahatma Gandhi Kashi Vidyapith, Varanasi-221002

## Programme

### 29 Nov. 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am to 10:00 am</td>
<td>BREAKFAST, REGISTRATION AND KIT DISTRIBUTION</td>
<td>Department of Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am to 12:30 pm</td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
<td>In Class Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 pm to 1:30 pm</td>
<td>INAUGURAL SESSION</td>
<td>Department Of Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 pm to 4:00 pm</td>
<td>INAUGURAL ADDRESS BY HIS EXCELLENCY SRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE JI, THE PRESIDENT OF INDIA, WELCOME ADDRESS BY DR. P. NAG, V.C., M.G.K.V.P, LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FUNCTION</td>
<td>Field, (Convocation Mandapam) Humanity Faculty, M.G. Kashi Vidyapith, Varanasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 pm to 5:30 pm</td>
<td>VOTE OF THANKS BY PROF. RAVI PRAKASH PANDEY, HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, M.G. KASHI VIDYAPITH, VARANASI</td>
<td>Field, (Convocation Mandapam) Humanity Faculty, M.G. Kashi Vidyapith, Varanasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 pm to 8:00 pm</td>
<td>PROF. M.N. SRINIVAS MEMORIAL LECTURE</td>
<td>Auditorium - Gandhi Adhyayanpith Department, M.G.K.V.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>CULTURAL PROGRAMME</td>
<td>Dept. of Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 30 Nov. 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am to 10:00 am</td>
<td>BREAKFAST</td>
<td>Department of Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am to 11:30 am</td>
<td>RESEARCH COMMITTEE SESSION-I</td>
<td>Auditorium, Gandhi Adhyayanpith, M.G.K.V.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair : Prof. MARGARET ABRAHAM, President, World Sociological Association, Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panelists: 1. Prof. SORAYA CORTES, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Prof. SIMON MAPADIMENG, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Prof. NIKITA POKROVSKY, Russia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Prof. RAMESH DADHICH, New Delhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Prof. CHAITANYA MISHRA, Nepal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Prof. GHULAM REZA MAHADAVI, Iran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
01 Dec. 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>PROGRAMME</th>
<th>VENUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00 am to 09:00 am</td>
<td>BREAKFAST</td>
<td>Department of Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am to 10:30 am</td>
<td>RESEARCH COMMITTEE SESSION-III</td>
<td>In Class Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am to 12:00 am</td>
<td>PLENARY SESSION : III</td>
<td>Auditorium, Gandhi Adhyapathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THEME: DEVELOPMENT, DIVERSITY &amp; DEMOCRACY IN INDIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAIR: Prof. N. RAJARAM, Central University of Gujarat, Gandhi Nagar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penelists:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Dr. GEORGE MATHEW, New Delhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. PROF. RAGHUNANDAN SHARMA, Patna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Prof. SUSAN VISHWANATHAN, New Delhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Prof. BISWAJIT GHOSH, West Bengal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 to 01:00 pm</td>
<td>PLENARY SESSION IV</td>
<td>Auditorium, Gandhi Adhyapathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THEME: DEVELOPMENT, DIVERSITY AND DEMOCRACY IN U.P.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Prof. Satyanarayana, Central University Allahabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penelists:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Prof. Rajesh Mishra, Lucknow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Prof. Ashok Kaul, Varanasi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Prof. J. K. Pandit, Meerut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:00 pm to 02:00 pm</td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
<td>Auditorium, Department of Gandhi Adhyapathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:00 pm to 04:00 pm</td>
<td>WALEDICTORY SESSION</td>
<td>Auditorium, Department of Gandhi Adhyapathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chief Guest : Prof. YEDLA C. SIMHADRI, Vice-Chancellor, Patna University, Patna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guest of Honour : Prof. MARGARET ABRAHAM, President, World Sociological Association, NY.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRESENTATION OF THE SUMMARIES OF THE RESEARCH COMMITTEES R.C. 1 TO 24 BY THE RC CONVENERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FELICITATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, M G K.V.P.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAIR : Prof. ANAND KUMAR, President, Indian Sociological Society</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm</td>
<td>DISTRIBUTION OF THE CERTIFICATES</td>
<td>Department of Sociology,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RC 01: THEORY, CONCEPT AND METHODOLOGY
Convenor: Dr. V. Sujatha

1. Sociologies in precarious times: rethinking relationship between Epistemology, Theory and method- Shruti Tambe
2. Deliberating Scientific Methodologies: Feminism and Sociology- Gita Chadha
3. Queering Indian sociology: Towards a ‘Critical Theorizing’- Pushpesh Kumar
4. Life as lecturer of Sociology: Negotiating lived experience with objectivity- Nagesh Gundu Meda
5. Locating the ‘Self’ in the Gendered ‘Social’: Interactions between Sociological Practice(s) and Feminist Pedagogy- Rukmini Sen
6. Castes as an Impediment in Research Field- Ajay Choudhary
8. Cross-Fertilizing Roots and Routes: Ethnicity, Socio-Cultural Regeneration and Planetary Realizations- Ananta Kumar Giri
9. Mapping multiple paradigms on democracy in India: An exploration in sociology in India- Anikta Moorkherjee
10. Grounded Theory As A Strategy Of Qualitative Research: An Attempt At Demystifying Its Intricacies- Arvind Priya
11. The ideas of ‘Development’: A Study of the Discourses through the Valley Of Patalgad, Madhya Pradesh- Byasa Moharana
12. Imprisonment, Healthcare And The State: A Sociological Analysis- Debolina Chatterjee
13. Postmodernism and the Species Boundary- Dworki Dalai
15. To Talk or not to Talk: Taking Sexuality to Indian Classrooms- P. Dalai
16. When You’re Happy and You Know It... Understanding the Idea of Gross National Happiness under Bhutan’s Development Paradigm- Prakriti Aprajita
17. Towards a conceptualization of ‘popular knowledge’: understanding the possibilities of knowledge from below- Sanjuna M
20. Between Objectivity and Subjectivity: Significance of the Concept of Experience and Methods of Interpretation in Sociological Research- Ummi Bhattacharyya

RC 02: FAMILY KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE
Convenor: Prof. Pramod Kumar Sharma

1. Changing Attitude of Male Selection (With special reference to Raipur)- Prof. P.K. Sharma, Raipur
2. Changes in Kinship Relationship in Rural Chattisgarh- Dr. J. T. Tiwari, Raipur
3. Sociological Evaluation of Effects of Recent Amendments of Dowry Act in India- Dr. Asti Kumar, Chandigarh
4. Development of Society & the Role of Women in Family- Dr. (Mrs.) Kusum Gautam, Dhanbad Jharkhand
6. Review on Marriage, Family and Kinship in Foreign Countries- Smt. Savita S. Patil & Smt. Sheela Tubachi, Karnataka
7. Small Family: Its Effect on Old Age Parents- A Sociological Study- Dr. Jai Kishan Thakur, Guwahati
8. Democracy and Equality of Women in Marital Institution- Neha Pandey, Banaras
9. Perceived Gender Socialization of Adolescent Girls- Dr. Manju Kumar, Jaipur
10. Recent Challenges to Institution of Family and Marriage- Dr. Urmila Yadav, Noida
11. Kinship: An Internal Diversified, Democratic Developing Group- Dr. Rabindra Kumar Singh, Allahabad
12. Working Women And Factors Involved In Family Adjustment- Dr. Sunita Pandey, Chandigarh
14. Family Kinship and Marriage- Dr. Sushma Mishra, Varanasi
15. Polyandry Marriages among Ladakhi Buddhist- Tsering Joden, Jammu
17. Role of Working Women in the Uplift of Their Families- Dr. Hari Prakash Srivastava, Gonda-U.P.
18. Nuclear Family in India: Problem and Solution- Aarti Kureet, Lucknow
19. Live in Relationship: Effects of Globalization on Marriage- Dr. Manju T., Karnataka
RC 03: ECONOMY, POLITY & SOCIETY
Convener: Prof. S.R. Ahlawat,

2. Understanding Community Impacts of Natural Disasters- Pradeep Kumar Parida, Puducherry
3. How Green is My Valley?- Shalini Suryanarayan, Mysore
4. Necessity to Empower Tribal Dalits- Sujiit Kumar Sumrooch, H.P.
5. Ethnic Minorities in Development Discourse of Sikkim: A Case of the Lepcha-Binod Bhattarai, Puducherry
6. CSR Initiatives, Economic Reforms and Social Change- Neeraj Singh, Rohtak
7. Social Capital and Social Entrepreneurship: Development Discourse and Poverty Eradication- Birendra Suna, New Delhi
10. Learning Disabilities & Right to Education: Dilemma, Challenges and Action- Renu Nanda & Sheetal Sharma, Jammu
11. Disabled People in Indian Economy: Invisibility and Concerns- Pooja Singh, New Delhi
12. INDIA: Rainbow of Cultures- Sukriti Sharma, Jammu
15. Impact of MGNREGA in Rural Development- Arvind Kumar, et.al., Madhepura
16. Hindu Nationalism and Globalization- Ashank Kurian Chandapillai, Mumbai
17. Understanding the Determinants and Outcomes of Growth and Development: Beyond the Models- Bikash Kumar Malik, New Delhi
18. Development Deficit: Emerging Issues and Concerns in Eastern Nagaland- D. Caroline Patton, Shimla
19. Infrastructure Development and Social Disparity in Tribal Areas: A Case Study of Koraput- Debadatta Pradhan, Puducherry
20. Climate Change and Sustainable Development- Renu Nanda, Jammu
21. Social Enterprises in Manipur: Economy vis-a-vis Sustainability- Elangbam Nixon Singh, Mizoram
22. Role Of Judiciary in the Implementation on Democracy in India- Gopal Krishan Panighar, Agra
24. Anti-Corporate Movement and CSR- Kelaki Dwivedi, New Delhi
26. NREGA and Social Inclusion- Aitzayee Saha, Delhi
27. Consumption in the Age of Mass Production: A Critique to Critical Theory- Mukesh Kumar, Hyderabad
29. The Dark Side of the Marriage Squeeze: Violence Against Cross Region Brides in Haryana- Neerja Ahlawat, Rohtak
30. Occupational Discrimination of Dalits in Amritsar- Rachana Sharma, Amritsar
31. The Decline of Agriculture as an Occupation: Case Studies From Karnataka, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh- Bhimakota, Hyderabad
32. Aml Bachao Aandalan: A Sociological Analysis- Sangeeta Pandey, Gorakhpur
33. Issues and Challenges of Human Development in Uttar Pradesh- Sheela Yadav, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi
34. Socialities amidst Diversity- Swati Marri, New Delhi
35. Sociological Perspectives on Development in India- A. Rambabu, Mumbai
36. Withering Leaves and Tethering Labour: A Study on Tea Garden Workers in Darjeeling- Devashish Rai, North Bengal

RC 04: MIGRATION & DIASPORA STUDIES
Convener: Dr. Swati Shirwaadkar

1. The role of ‘Mukadams’ Among Seasonal Migrants in India: A Sociological Study- Abhijit Dasgupta
2. Education of Indian Diasporic Youth in Canada- Aditya Raj
3. Migration and Cultural Disparities: A Study based on Delhi Keralites- Bijesh U.
5. Migrants and health care challenges- K. Asha
6. Outmigration from double crop areas- Kishor Podh
7. The lowland: a palimpsest in Lahrial tradition- Koel Hazra
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8. Replacement Migration: An Analysis of the In-Migration of Labourers to Kerala- Manasi M.
9. Determinants and Consequences of Rural out Migration: A Study of Siwan District in Bihar- Masoud Tullah
11. Ethnicity and Diasporic Identity- Nikhil PratapSingh
12. Trajectories of labour market integration of immigrants in Finland- Krutova, Liptaien, Koistinen
13. Development Induced Displacement of migrants- Prerana Chidanand
14. The making of Singapore as a global city: Exploring the effects of migration and politics of migration management- Priyanka Dey
15. Social exclusion of internal migrants: North East migrant Bhais of Kerala- Ravi Kumar
17. Migration and maternal health among Katkari women of Raigad- Shailesh Dalvi
18. Labour migrants in Kerala- Shaji Issac
19. Gulf migration in Kerala and new cultural landscape- Shareena Banu
20. Jhumpa Lahiri’s Mrs. Sen’s: A mosaic of longing and belonging, loss and gain- Shashank Mishra
21. Social practices and lifestyle of Hindi heartland migrants in Pune- Shweta Chandrashekhar
22. Urbanization, health and nutrition- Srivastav Deepali
23. Caught between Development and Marginalization: Study of West Pakistan Refugees- Surinder Kumar
24. Vikas se Uthapan- Sing Shakuntala
25. Preservation of Traditional Culture and Change: A Study among the Tibetan Refugees- Tsering Jorden
27. Male migration & changing role & status of Muslim women in Malappuram district of Kerala- Vinay Kumar
28. Modernization & Migration Question in India from Western Lens- Hugues Lagrange
29. India from European Lens: The Experience of Student Migrants- Theresa Barewof
30. Diaspora in Transnational Space: European-Asian context- Swati Shirwadkar
31. Overseas migration & effect on religiosity: case study of Azamgad- Ziaur Rahman Khan
32. Grameen Nagari pravasiyon ki samajik parishwatthoonika vishiteshan- Manish Pandey

RC 05: EDUCATION & SOCIETY

Convenor: Dr. Smita Suresh Awachar

1. Problems of Higher Education Among Muslim Women: A Sociological Study- Dr. (Smt.) Sonu Puri & Dr. Amit Kumar
2. Qualitative Higher Education And Socio-Economic Development- Dr. Rekha K. Jadhav
3. Sociological studies on Slums in Patiala city, Punjab (India)- Sanjay Kumar
4. Higher Education in India: Challenges and Issues- Dr. Smita Bhosle
5. Literacy and Voluntary Organizations- Shashi Mishra
7. Beyond Universalization of Secondary Education: Issues, Concerns and Challenges- Dr. Naresh Kumar
8. Impact of Globalization on Education System- Ved Prakash
9. Elementary Education: A Tool of Social Development- Naifsha Naaz
11. Unequal Educational Attainment across Social Caste and Gender in India- Nilanjana
12. Educational Exclusion and Scheduled Castes- Dr. V. K. Mere
13. Gender Disparities in Education Needs Community Participation- Dr. R. Suresha & Sowbhagya. S.K
14. Nation and Nationalism: A Study of Gujarat and Tamil Nadu School Textbooks- Yadav Gunjan Ramraj
15. Higher Education and Rural Society- Dr. Lalita Jadav
16. Development of Higher Education for promoting Gender equality in India- Dr. Chandrika K. Rawal
17. A sociological study of English Medium students of commerce faculty in women colleges of Ahmedabad- Dr. Shailaja Dhruva
18. Banking & Our Students- Dr. Shamala B. Dasog & Prof. Smt Ragini Dumval
19. Vaishvikaran ke youg mei shantiparak shiksha ke mahatva- Manju Kumar
20. Superstition among women and the education- Dr. Arundhati Suryakant Palit
21. The Importance of Stakeholders in Higher Education: A Case Study of the Constituents Colleges in Saharsa- Dr Rana Sunil Kumar Singh
22. Multilingual and the issue of Drop-Outs in Educationally Backward Areas- Sumita Chatterjee
22. Multilingualism and the issue of Drop-Outs in Educationally Backward Areas: Sumita Chatterjee
23. Students' Union and Quality Assurance: The Case of West Bengal-Dr. Sunita Biswas
24. Socio-economic conditions of Muslim women in India: A Sociological analysis-Yashmeen Tayyab
25. Learning For Wellbeing: Role Of ICT Based Initiatives in Providing Holistic Education At The Primary Level in India- Priyadarshini Dey
26. The Role of Education for Improvement the Standard of Society in Current Scenario-Dr. G. N. Nimbathe
27. Educational Reforms and Its Impact on Socio-Economic Development of Society in Modern India- Dr. Snehlata Mankar
29. Problems of Rural Girls in Higher Education: a case study of the colleges in Batala city- Dr. Rajni Bala
30. Inclusive Education for children with disability in India- Ritika Gulyani
31. National Imagination and school curriculum- Gargi Gayan
32. Vulnerability in Higher Education: A Study of Young People in Lucknow-Dr. Birakesh Narain Dubey
33. A Study On The Application Of Web 2.0 Technologies in Student-Centric Assessment Process- Srimoyee Das
34. Gender and Disability: A Review of Educational Policies in Post-Independent India- Suhasini Singh
35. Tharu Tribe in the Perspective of Education and Development- Dr. Alakh Niranjan Singh
36. Role of S.N.D.T. University in women's Education in India- Dr. Manisha Rane
37. Impact of study of teaching mathematics to early primary school students using locally available materials: Dr. Jayl Mishra & Smt. Ranjana Singh
38. Can Teachers be replaced by Technology? Mrs. Shanthi Seshadri
39. Awareness about consumer protection among education youths in urban area- Dr. Smrita Awachar
40. Education of Girls in India: Access, Equity & Quality Issues- Tattwamasi Paltasingh
41. Educating Hindus: The past, the present and the making of Hindu India- Ritu Sinha
42. Uttar Pradesh Me Balika shiksha Ke Parayojan Me Kasturaba Gandhi Adhivasai Balika Vidyalaya Ka Yojana- Dr. Bhavana Vimal Pandey
43. Value Based Education and Chinmayi Vidyalaya: A Case Study- Rupasi Das
44. Right to Learn: A New Issue- D. Tamilarasu
45. fkJ[kk vks] uStrf ewY- Mr. Bagate Rajendra Fakira
46. xzkeh.k lekt es L= h fkJ[kk- Ms. Aarti Minid Dinave
47. fkJ[kk vks] egYko ftygkvksa dk ftdk ,oa ltturu- Ms. Salampure Manisha Ramesh
48. fkJ[kk dk vrt]dkj ,oa oaptr lewg- Prem Narayan Kushwaha
49. NjRbx- jkt; esa fkJ[kk dh xq,koRrk dh leLjk, ,d v,;u &MKW-34jherhi vtk dgs’kh
50. RC 06 - RELIGION AND RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES

Convenor: Dr. Sudha Sistharaman

1. The Changing Face of Death in a Multi-Religious Society: The Case of North-East India- Dr. Honei Shillong
2. Secularism in India: Problems and Prospects- Dr. Pramod Kumar
3. Hinduism and Asian Religious Practices In the Context of Globalization-Dr. Sharad Dhar Sharma
5. Relocating Shakti: A Study on Goddess Sarala- Bineeta Dash
8. Imam, Qazi and the Judge: Sociology of Legal Forum Shopping in Kanpur City- Dr. Anindita Chakrabarti & Suchandra Ghosh
10. Religion and Women: Negotiating the Controlled Space- Aashita
11. Islam in Local Context: An Ethnographic Study of Ghasule-Bangala Shrine - Dr. Imtiaz Ahmad Ansari
12. Modern religion and its repercussions on a community's Material culture- Dr. Imtirena Longkumer
13. Understanding Conservation of Natural Resources through Religion- Dr. Pradeep Kumar Parida
14. Dana in Jainism: The embodiment of the "free gift"- Sulbta Bose
17. Attitude towards Inter-religious Harmony among Under-graduate Students of Southern India (With special reference to Shimoga District in Karnataka)- Dr. Anjanappa, B. H.
18. The Hindu Rituals: Their relevance in the current Society- Kumari Somin Rekha
19. Matrilineral System among the Keyi Muslims of Thalassery- Mohammed Shadi M. & Neena Wilson
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21. The Sociology of Bible Reading in India: Tribal Hermeneutics and Social Change- David Chalcott

22. Philosophy of Liberation according to Buddhism and Marxism- Tsering Tsawdranjanatsang


24. Social Interactions and Inter-Community Relations at Three Religious Shriners of the Hindu, Muslim and Sikh in the District Poonch (J&K) - Mohsin Iqbal Raina

25. From Statecraft to value: The Shifting Contour of Debate on Secularism- Mukesh Kumar

26. Matrilocial Women and Duolocal Men: A Case Study of Koya Muslims- Aleena Sebastian

27. A study on the role of Islamic activism in the Palliative Care Movement in Kerala - Dr. Santhosh R

28. Nationalism, Communalism and Anti-colonialism: Debates among the Muslim ulama in Malabar, Kerala in the early 20th century- Hashim T.

29. Mahabodhi Temple: Complex Congregations of Different Rituals and Narratives- Amit Kumar

**RC 12: POPULATION, HEALTH & SOCIETY**

**Convenor: Dr. Mohammad Akram**

1. Prevalence of Awareness on RTI/STI and Health Seeking Behavior among the Adolescent Girls of Subdega Block of Sundargarh District- Abhilash Kumar Panigrahi

2. Family Planning and Religious Practices by Women: A Sociological Study- Dr. Abok Kumar,

3. Health care awareness in Scheduled caste women of Varanasi District- Dr. Anita Singh

4. Rethinking Spaces: A Study on Health in Paighar Taluka- Anuja Tripathi

5. Awareness of HIV/AIDS Among Rural Women in U.P.- Dr. Apita Verma


7. Correlation of cultural aspect with the health status of youth- Dr. Anundhali Patil

8. Prevalence and Correlates of Anaemia among Women in Uttar Pradesh: Evidence from National Family Health Survey-3 - Brajesh Kumar & Awadhesh Kumar

9. Health status of Elderly in the Old Age Home- C. Chidambaram, I. Jenitta Mary & M. D. Allen Selvakumar

10. Democracy, Minority and Health mission in India- Firoz Akhtar

11. Children as victims of trafficking with special reference to sexual exploitation and its ill effect on psychological & Physical Health in Chennai John Rajadurai, P.


14. Obesity and Daily Life Activity of Adult Women- Dr. Jyoti Kushwaha

15. Socio economic and Health Conditions of the Unorganised Sector Workers: Dr. K Asha

16. Health status of AIDS affected women in Kashmir- Khalida Gul

17. An Overview of the Biomedicalisation of Ayurveda in India- Lakshmi Krishnakumar


19. Socio-Cultural context of Health Care of New Born- Dr. Manoj Kumar Singh

20. Interrogating health: knowledge, power and authority- Prof. Diwaker Sharma & Mayank Tomar

21. Structuring of Insanitation in India: A Sociological Perspective- Dr. Mohammad Akram

**RC 11 ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY**

**Convenor: Prof. S.C. Rajora**

1. Issues of Development and Problems of Pollution in Rural Community - S.C. Rajora, Kota


4. A Study of Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) of Kolhapur District in Maharashtra- Pralhad M. Mane & Anand Laxman Gadwadd, Kolhapur

5. The Hindu Religious Ethics and Environment- Aruna Kumara & Raj Kumar Singh, Varanasi

6. Role of NGOs in Environmental Protection: A case study of 'Asta' in Satara City- Vikas Shewale, Pune

7. Environmental Crisis in Contemporary World: Debating the Nexus between Ecology and Media- Diksha Singh, Varanasi

8. Forest Conservation Policies and their Implementation (A Case Study of a Protected Area in Assam)- Indrani Sharma, Assam


10. Clean Village Campaign in Maharashtra and Environmental Awareness- Dr. Akhilash V. Shinde, Maharashtra
RC 14: CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION
Convener: Prof. V.P. Singh

1. The Struggle for Existence: Contribution of the Indian bourgeoisie to the realm of culture - Basabi Sur
2. Migration and Culture: An Inquiry into the Status of Left Behind Dogra Women - Neha Gutkar
   Globalization of Mass Media and Women in India: A Study of television programs and viewers - Richa Singh
3. Taking Selfies: An insight on creating identity - Debayuti Karmakar
4. Changing Patterns of Traditional Food Habits in Mishing Community of Assam - Ume Kulsum Rehman
5. Reaching Out to Reach Within: Therapeutic Communication through Dance - Nayane Basu
   Exposure of Radio in Rural India: A study of Cachar District in Assam - T. Sushila Singha
6. Dressing up 'patriarchies' and 'modernities': The predictable case of Humpty Sharma Ki Dulhania - Runa das Choudhury
   And Shoma Choudhury Lahiri shomach
7. Social Media and Globalization: A study of Facebook Users in India - Parvez A. Abbasi
8. Dilemmas in Tribal Life among the Kallikaris of Mangaon - Perpetua Miranda
9. Globalization and Multiculturalism in India - Pankaj Kumar Singh
10. Threats of Cultural Heritage: A Case Study of Keochapal lake in Sikkim-
    Hasibul Rahaman & S. A. H. Moinuddin
11. Contemporary Bollywood Dance: A Popular Culture of Indian Society -
    Esha Bhattacharya (Chatterjee)
12. Political Culture of undergraduate Students: A study in West Bengal-
    Manab Mandal & Arghya Sukul
13. Gender Differential in Cell Phone Use: A Case Study in Kolkata - Arghya
    Sukul & Samita Manna
14. Revisiting Partition through the lens of Cinema and Television: Garam
    Hawa and Tamas - Niyati Birwal
15. Power, Space and the Mughal ceremony of gift-giving (1526-1748)-
    Richa Singh (JNU)
16. Representation of caste in Popular Cinema - Swarnab Chaturvedi
17. Development of UP and Challenges before Cultural Heritage - Piyanka
    Chaturvedi
18. Media and Globalization: Emerging Issues - Virendra P. Singh
    Gayatri Parivar - Shreepal Chauhan
20. Conservation of Epic Stories in Animation Platform: A study on Indian
    Animation Movies - S. Dinesh Babu
21. Globalisation and Cultural Change in India: A Study of Fast Food and
    Packed Food - Neeraj Kumar
22. Democracy, Development and Discontent in Bollywood: An Analysis
    of Matri Ki Bijlee Ka Mandola - Radhika Rani
23. Hindu Nationalism and Globalization - Ashank Kurian
24. Fast Changing Patterns of Culture and Communication - H. P. Srivastava
25. Uttar Pradesh Ka Vikas: Chunautiyan our Samadhan- Pankaj Prasad
26. Communication in Rural Society - Prof. Mohd. Salim
27. Uttar Pradesh ka Vikas: Chunautiyan Evam Sambhavnaayen-
    Daya Shankar Yadav
28. Hk'k'kk h fokoikrkk fokkk vl{kjk yeqn=ns_oa izRqRjy& jfo dqj\j
    feol vjfoUn dqkJ feJ
29. tog kjh ikEjtd tyo yk{kSyh vl{kSy lekyru lekt& fiz;adk flag
30. ehlMom vk{kSy lekt& jhuh dqkJ

RC 16: SOCIAL CHANGE & DEVELOPMENT
Convener: Prof. G. Ram

1. The Value System in Transition: Reappraising the Cultural Ecology of
   Mundas - Abhay Krishna
2. Educational Status of Tribal People: A Study on Rural, Semi- Urban
   and Urban Areas in Cachar District - Amal Kanti Acharya
3. Crime, Corruption and Development in India - Amrit Kumar Singh
4. Economization of Culture of Honour in Dynamic Society - Anamika
   Singh
5. Dilemma of Change and Development - Ant Kumar Srivastava
6. Student Radicalism and Democracy in Post-Left Bengal - Anita
   Anirban Banerjee
7. Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) Programme: Reducing out-of-School
   tribal children in Madhya Pradesh - Anita Dhurve
8. Dait Women: Culture of Violence, Silence and Impurity - Anuja
    From Bhadohi Carpet Industry - Asiya Karimi
11. Hindu Nationalism and Globalization - Ashank Kurian & Chanda Pillai-
    Democracy - Ashutosh Pandey
13. The Changing Social Scenario of 21st Century and Youth: An
    Overview - Ashutosh Vyas
14. Gender and Social Impact of Internet Technology among Muslim
    Women: The Rural Students in Higher Educational Institutions of
    Silkhat Town - Ayesha Afsana & G. Ram
15. Participatory Community Development and Formation of Social
    Capital: Role of Third Sector Organizations - B. Panda
16. Dynamics of Tribal Development in Odisha: Policy Issues and Options—Gadadhar Mohapatra
17. What is Development—Haresh Narayan Pandey
20. Globalization and Social Change among the Moltok Community: A Study in Gandhiya Maharanji Gaon in Tinsukia District, Assam—Khidro Deori & Kalpajyoti Rajkhowa
22. Can Informal Sector be made Attractive—Mamta Pimoli
23. Ethical Governance and Society: Social And Cultural Contexts—Kumar Vivek Kant
24. Globalization and Development: Indian Concerns—Manish Tiwari
25. The Emerging Nexus of ICTs and Development: Digital Divide in Rural India—Manushi
26. Globalisation and Cultural Change in India: A Study of Fast Food and Packed Food—Neeraj Kumar
27. Development and Exclusion by Excluded—Neha Chaudhari
29. Impact of Rural Development Programme on the Beneficiaries: A Sociological Study—Parvinder Kumar
31. Right to Information and Official Changes with Special Reference to Nanded District—Balaji R Ghoshe & Pravin Pawar
33. Tribal Problems in North East India: In the Context of Arunachal Pradesh—Chura Giri
34. Sociological Study of Slum Dwellers in Cambodia: With Special Reference to Phnom Penh City—D.K. Singh & Sombo Panhna
35. Women's Development: Rise of New Discourse (A Sociological Study Based upon the Attitude of Society towards Gender Equality)—Devaki Nandan Bhatti
36. People's Participation in Rural Development Scheme with Special Reference to MGNREGS—Devika Ayeekam
38. Impact of Globalization on Women In India: The Question of Gender Equality—G. Ram
39. Social Change in Women of Patel Community of North Gujarat Patel Sintuben Bhirkalal
40. Deliberate Democracy through Deliberate Popular Political Culture: Changing Dimensions of Indian Politics in Rural Bhandara—Pradeep Meshram
41. The Internet as a Tool for Social Development—Priti Kumari
42. Change and Development: Empowering Women through Education—Punita Pathak
43. Women's Education and Development in Modern Society—Radha M S
44. Women Development: Quest for Equality—Samajbharti Singh
45. Development of Uttar Pradesh: Challenges And Solutions—Rajamani Nair
46. Gender Inequality and Women's Empowerment in India—Reena Sharma
47. Does Employment Enhance the Status of Women within the Family—Renu Choudhary
48. Issues and Challenges Of Development: Glimpse of North East India—Ruth Nengmelling
49. Measuring Women Empowerment through Variable Dimensions—Sadhana Srivastava
50. Approaches to Sustainable Livelihoods and Rural Transformation: Study of Civil Society Organisations in Maharashtra—Sampat Kale
51. Impact of Media on Child Delinquency: A Case Study—Samanjay Sonak
52. Gender Equality in Higher Education and Role of ODL in India—Santhosh Naik R
53. Smell and Development: A Sociological Interpretation—Sayantan Ghosh
54. A Textual Inquiry of Exclusionary Approach for Disabled in Modern Era—Shaliesh Chaudhari
55. Social Dimension of Cancer—Swati Singh
56. Development: Democracy as Inclusion—T. Longkoii Khiamniungan
57. Role of Key Persons in the implementation of MGNREGP in Baghat District of Western Uttar Pradesh—Teena
58. Emerging Challenges for Nuclear Family in Urban Area: A Sociological Study—Vidya Kumar Pandey
59. Implementation and Execution of welfare Act and Provision for women workers in India—Vandana Kaur
60. Societal Welfare and Women: The Social Change Paradigm—Vrinda Singh
61. Livelihood Condition of Dalits in Bihar: A Case Study—Vijay Kumar
62. The Changing Cultural Aspect: Youth Mobility—Vikas Sharde
63. Role of Media on Women Empowerment—Vinta Lai
64. Bharat Mein Vikas Evam Chunautian: Ek Samajik Drishthikon—Ram Samujh Singh
65. Gramin mahila par pariwar kalyan karyakram ko prabhaw—Subhash Kumar
66. Mahaditt Mahilaon Ka Samajbhartiya Adhyayan—Rashmi Kumari
67. Bharatiya Samaj Evam Nari Vikas: Ek Avaluken—Ragini
68. Samajik Vikas Aur Shram: Gujarat Mein Poonjwad—Nilesh Barot
69. Mid day meal yojana ka janajati chhatra chhataro per prabhaw—Manoj Kumar
70. Pollution as a By-product of Development—Kaushal Kishore
### RC 16: URBAN & INDUSTRIAL STUDIES

**Convenor: Dr. Pranjal Sarma**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Muslim Weavers: A Sociological Study of Powerloom Workers of District Maun, (U.P.)</td>
<td>Durgesh Kumar Srivastava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Problem of Adolescent Pregnancy in Slum Area: A Study based on two Slums of Burdwan Town, West Bengal</td>
<td>Dipika Saha and Sujoy Sain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Dealing with sexual harassment at workplace- Neopura Sundarasing and Dr. K. Hemalatha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Socio-Economic Status of the Tea Garden Labourer of Assam - A Case study of Harmutty Tea Estate of North Lakhimpur District of Assam</td>
<td>Bhabanil hazarika and Dr. Pranjal Sarma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>A sociological study on the Vasant society - Pujasree chatterjee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Journey from Sick Industry to Profit Making Industry: A Case Study on ISIC Steel Plant (ISP), Bhopal, West Bengal</td>
<td>Sujoy sain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Accidents and Assam Gas Company Limited (AGCL): A Case Study of Gas Pipeline Blast in Hingiraj Tea Estate</td>
<td>Dr. Pranjal Sarma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>A Sociological Study of Slum in Kanpur - Anil Kumar Mishra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Changing Socio-Spatial Structure of Jammu City - Ankush Gupta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Issues and challenges of Tourism Industry: A Case Study of Manas National Park in Assam - Anshul Joshi</td>
<td>Sumanta Basumatary and Dr. Pranjal Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Worker’s Participation in Trade Union activities: A Case Study with Special Reference to Oil India Limited, Dullagan, Assam - Arun roy and Dr. Pranjal Sarma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Work – Life Balance of Middle Class Women in Globalising Economy- Ekta Jain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Urban girl-child laborers in hand-embroidery work- Dr. Hitesh N. Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Patterns of Spatial Concentration in Manufacturing Industries in India: A Pre &amp; Post Reform Interstate Analysis- Biskash Kumar Mallick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Challenges and Action of the East Indian Community in Mumbai City - Karen Miranda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Inclusion of Women Leaders in a Man’s World in Urban Setting - Dr. Perpetua Miranda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Development of Village Economies: The Role of Handicrafts - Pratisha Borbor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Conflict Among Workers and Their Family Interactional Patterns in Bhabal Steel Plant - Dr. Rajasree Chatterjee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>The Urban “Invisibles”: A Sociological Investigation - Sanchit De</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Struggle for Survival and Challenges Before Streetvendors in Mumbai - Dr. Shashi Mishra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Capacity Building and Women Entrepreneurs: A Study in Orissa - Arpita Kumari Mishra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Problems and Prospect of Silk Industry in Sualkuchi, Assam - Dr. Pranjal Sarma and Parmita Khakhiran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Spatial Inequality: Understanding the Restructuring of Space in Urban India- Shrey Sen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- All titles and authors are translated from Hindi to English.
- Additional information or context may be needed for some titles.
- The document includes a list of papers presented at a conference on urban and industrial studies, with a convenor and several contributors.
RC 17: SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
Convener: D.R. Sahu

1. Post Ambedkar Dalit Movement and Emergence of the Bahujan Samaj Party in Uttar Pradesh: Politics and Frontiers - Ajay Kumar, Lucknow
2. Women's Movement in India: Some Reflections - Akanksha Tiwari, Lucknow
3. Ethnography of Yug Nirman Movement - Alok Kumar, Meerut
4. Salwa Judum And Its Aftermath In Chhattisgarh - Amrita Pathak, Chandigarh
5. An Intriguing Paradox in Tamang Attitude betrayed in the Movement of Tamangs Struggling for Social Recognition - Gayatri Bhattacharyya, Kolkata
6. Promised Land and the Broken Promises: The Discursive Field of L and Struggles - Antony Palakkal, Kerala
7. NREGA, Social Inclusion and Conflict Situation: A Case of Rajasthan - Arufay Saha, JNU
8. Social Movements, Social Justice and Political Realities In India - R.V. Chandrashekhar, Hampi
9. The Educational Movement in Colonial Bengal: Vidyasagar and his Associates - Chandrayee Chaudhuri, Kolkata
10. People’s Protest through Cultural Lens: Some Reflections - D.R. Sahu, Lucknow
11. Emergence Of New Gandhian Movement In Indian Democratic State - Dheerendra Singh, U.P.
13. Marathwada Reservation Movement and Attitude of People towards Caste Identity: Some Empirical Observations - Dilip Khariman and Dr. Arun Chavan
14. State Verses Civil Society: The Study Of Kolhapur Anti Toll Movement - Praful M. Mane, Maharashtra
15. Protest and Identity: A Study of Dalit Movements in Kerala - Fousia Shuokhr, New Delhi
16. The “Globalisation” of Protest: a case study of the anti-POSCO protest movement in Odisha - Radhika, New Delhi
17. Naxalite Movement In India: The Changing Identity - Manoj Chhapaaria, Fazilabad
18. Civil Society As Social Movement In India - Mithilesh Kumar Singh, U.P.
20. Understanding Practice of Politics: Social Movements, Political Parties and Caste Identities - Nilosree Bhattacharya, Hyderabad
21. Movement Dynamics and dilemmas: A Case Study of National Forum of Forest People and Forest Workers - Rachna Arli, Delhi
22. Environmental Movement in India - Ratnakar Bhati, Jharkhand
23. Struggle for Right to Water: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward - Case Study of the Struggle against Bhilangana Micro Hydel Power Project - Tehri Garhwal, Maharashtra
24. Dialect Of Environmental Movement And Emergence Of Environmental Laws In India: An Analysis - Shailja Singh, Dr. Shakti Bala Misra, Lucknow
25. Civil Society, Social Movement And Good Governance - Sangita Sinha, U.P.
26. Perceiving The Dialect Of Gender And Caste: Examining Mobilization And Movements At The Grassroots - Sanjay Singh, Lucknow
27. Green India Mission: An Environmental Movement - Sohini Kundu, Kolkata
28. The Salesian Movement and Civil Society in Guwahati - Sumedha Dutta, Haryana
29. The Contemporary India and the Ideology behind the Social Movements - Sunil Prasad, Lucknow
30. Indian Nationalism and Democratic Principles - Umesh Kumar Rai, Bihar
31. Emergence of Multiple Movements In Assam - Veronica Khangchian, New Delhi

RC 18: SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME AND DEVIANCE
Convener: Prof. Ramesh H. Makwana

1. Crime, Corruption and Development - Prof. Ramesh H. Makwana, Gujarat
2. Crime Against Girl Child in India: Issues and Concerns - Dr. R. K. Mohanty, Bhubaneswar
3. Nativism Regionalism And The Legitimatization of Violence: The MNS Way - Dr. Jasmine Y. Damle, Mumbai
4. Should Juvenile Aged Between 16-18 Be Tried in Regular Courts For Heinous Crimes - Dr. Sachin Kumar Mishra, Maharashtra
5. Non Violence attack on Rape & ITS Impact on Society - Dr. Arvind Jain, U.P.
6. Technology and Crime - Dr. Manju Kumar, Jaipur
7. Women Harassment: Some Sociological Observation - Mrs. Surya G. Sackaraki, Gujarat
10. Long Journey: Supreme Court Guidelines to Legislation to Protect Working Women - Dr. Kaushik S. Raval, Ahmedabad
11. Nature of Child Labour in Sacred Region - Dr. Pankaj M. Sondrava, Gujarat
12. Cyber crime as a Global Challenge - Ruchika Chaudhary, U.P.
14. Philanthropers and Social Service Institutions God's blessings in Disguise to Institute: A Sociological Study in Mysore City- Smt. Hamsavani S. & Dr. K. Kalachchim Gowda, Mysore
15. Female Footcide: As a Social Crime- Dr. Harimshin D. Zankat, Gujarat
16. Gender Discrimination in an Unorganized Sector- G. Divyakamakshi & Dr. S. Kalavath, Chennai
17. Criminality among Teenagers: A Sociological Observation- Dr. Parnesh M., Gujarat
18. The Objectification and Dismemberment of Women in the Media- Dr. Kamini B. Dashora, Anand
20. Criminality among College Students: A Sociological Study- Dr. T.H. Vaghe, Gujarat
21. Rise in Crime-rate among Teenagers- Dr. Ashok Kumar Shrivastav & Dr. Manoj Kumar Yadav
22. Discrimination against Scheduled Castes in Gujarat- Dr. H.L. Chavada, Gujarat
23. Causes and consequences of juvenile delinquency in India- Dr. Ramnik, Gujarat
24. Mass Media and Youth Crime- Dr. A. D. Chauhan & Dr. Swati D. Girase, Amravati
25. Atrocities against Indian Widows- A Social Setback- Dr. Jyoti Upadhyay, M.P.
26. Alcohol use among Muslim Youth- Dr. Sunil Kumar, U.P.

RC 20- LEISURE AND TOURISM
Convenor: Dr. Vishesh Kumar Gupta
1. Negative Impact of Leisure: A Sociological Study- Anchal Gupta
2. Good Life, Social Justice and Leisure- Babita Tewari
3. Paryatan ke Sandarbh me Rajnagar- Bidyanath Mishra
4. Raj Gharana of Bihar: A Palace of Tourism- Birenda Kumar Singh
5. Globalization and Leisure Patterns: An Empirical Study in Popular Youth Culture of India- Gajendra Kumar Mahara
6. Medical Tourism in India: Opportunities and Challenges- Gyanendra Yadav
7. Leisure Activities of Rural Youths: A Case Study of Village in Hyderabad, Karnataka Region- Gushthet Buswaraj
8. Avakash Galdividiyan Evam Unka Dalit Yoon Ke Vaakital Par Prahow- Harit Kumar
9. Leisure and Women Students: Exploring the Relationship- Kali Nath Jha
10. Paryatan Aur Paryavan- Kamla Sharma
11. Mythical Tourism: A Study of Papanasam Temple Intimal Nadu- Laxmi Periyasamy
12. Medical Tourism: Implication on Domestic Population- Madhu Nagia
13. Paryatan Ke Roop Me Shirdi Chheta Ka Anusheela- Maheshke B.L.
15. Democratic Values and Leisure Pattern of A Nomadic Tribe of Rajasthan: Rebari- Pragya Sharma
16. Sarveshniksa Yognya Aur Paryatan Yatra- Prabhat Kumar Chaudhary
17. Avakash Evam Paryatan: Ek Samajghaatnya Aadhyan- Pramukt Yadav
18. Darbhanga Raj Tatha Paryatan Esthat- Punita Mishra
19. Grameen Haat Tatha Avakash- Samajghaatnya Aadhyan- Rajshree Indvair
20. Traditional Religious Festivals, Tourism and Social Change: A Study of Bhadarwah Tentsil- Ramesh Kumar

21. Making of “Bharatvarsha”: Pilgrimage in Print- Ritu Sinha
22. Prakrtik Aapdayen Taltha Inke Paryatan par Prabhav- Rohtash Kumar Gangwar & Shushma Gupta
23. Sports and Leisure as Social Capital in Democracy- Sanjay Tewari
24. Tourism and Social Interaction with Special Reference to Khajuraho-Shashikant Awasthi
25. Gandhi, Marx and Logic of Tourism Industry and Pilgrimage in India: A Sociological Interpretation- Shashwat Kumar
26. Leisure and Gender: A Study of Women Social Worker- Sheetal Soni
27. Raja Saltushe Na Jann- Esthan Ek Samajghaatnya Anusheela- Shyamalend Chaudhary
28. Madhubani Chitrakala Taltha Paryatan- Subodh Jha
29. Paryatan Ke Sandarbh Me Janakpur Ka Aadhyan- Shambhu Kumar Sahu
30. Bhartiya Graeme Panvaron Me Avakash Aur Paryatan Ka Mahatva- Sucha Srithi
31. Sewaraton Ki Avakash-Chhan Kryayen- Ek Samaj Vagyanik Aadhyan- Udayveer Singh & Brijveer Singh
32. Impact of Globalization on Leisure- Vishesh K. Gupta
33. Paryatan Ka Samajghaatnya: Wisse Kaa Aadhyan- Vishwanath Jha
34. Manoranjan Aur Samajik Parvar- Bharat Ke Ubharte Mudday Viloik Singh
35. Leisure and Gender: Changing Stereotypes- Vinita Singh
36. Mithila Me Paryatan: Ek Samajghaatnya Aadhyan- Vinod Kumar Chaudhary

RC 21: SOCIAL PROBLEMS & MARGINALISED GROUPS
Convenor: Prof. A. Karupiah
1. Plight of elders living in families in Rural Areas of Tamil Nadu- Dr. T. Rajendran
2. The syncretic religious affiliations of Indian hijras and their stereotyping in Bollywood films- Prof. Ayub Khan, Gwalior
3. Governmentality and creation of the Sexual Subaltern- Kamalini Mukherjee, New Delhi
4. Dual Marginality of Scheduled castes and scheduled tribes women in Naxal affected areas: A Study of Sonibhadra District of U.P.- Dr. Rakesh Rai, New Delhi
5. Problems of Industrialization and Urbanization- Prof. Shankrama, B. Badami, Karnataka
7. Socio-Economic Conditions of Scheduled Caste Landless Women Agricultural Labourers: Empirical Study in Veerapandi block, Salem District of Tamil Nadu- Dr. C. Venkatachalam & Dr. G. Prabhakaran
8. Marginal Communities, Everyday Lives And Urban Spaces: The Muslims Of Kolkata- Anasua Chatterjee, New Delhi
9. Criminalisation of Society in India: Some Issues- Prof. Somashekkarappa C.A., Dharwad
10. Gender Diversity, Inequality and Development- Chingangbam Newgold Devi, Chandigarh
11. Children in Conflict with Law: A Sociological Analysis- Mr. S. Aravindan & Dr. C. Venkatchalam, Tamil Nadu
12. **Childhood at Risk: An Analysis of the Determinants of Child Labour**
   - Barsa Priyadarshini Sahoo, New Delhi

13. **Ageing: A Grave Social Problem**
    - Dr. M. Jeyaseelan, Tamil Nadu

    - Mr. Kedar Nath & Dr. C. Venkatachalam, Tamil Nadu

15. **Role of Tribal Women in Sustaining Family Economy: Status and Challenges**
    - With special reference to Gonds of Betul district of Madhya Pradesh
    - Dr. Neelu Rawal, Sagar

16. **Marginal Groups and Indian Rural Problems**
    - Ms. Nilima V. Davane, Nagpur

17. **Environmental Pollution: A Newly Emerging Social Stratification**
    - Phary G. & Dr. C. Gobalakrishnan, Tamil Nadu

18. **Problems in Living Arrangements among elderly People in Salem district Tamil Nadu**
    - Mr. Prabu G. & Dr. M. Jeyaseelan, Tamil Nadu

19. **Recent Trends in Sociological Investigation of Primitive Tribal Groups**
    - Sunil Kumar Yadav, Bhopal

20. **Conceptual Analysis of Transgender**
    - Vishnu Praya R. Y. & Jithin P. V., Puducherry

21. **Confronting the State: Land Rights discourse in the Hills of Manipur**
    - Dr. Homelihing Sithou, Hyderabad

22. **Education for All: A Rhetoric or Reality?**
    - Rini Chokhani, New Delhi

23. **Teaching Caste in Under Graduate Classes**
    - Mrs. Kanak Lata Samal & Dr. Arpita Sabat

24. **Disabled or differently abled? A Sociological Study of Changing Social Values and Aspirations among Visually Challenged Children**
    - Gulnaz Fatima, Aligarh

25. **Suicidal Tendency among Adolescent and Suggesting Measures to Prevent**
    - Avadhesh Kumar & Manushi Srivastava, Varanasi

26. **Inequality and Discrimination of Women in the Caste System**
    - Ankita Chatterjee, New Delhi

27. **NREGA and Social Inclusion**
    - Aftabee Saha, New Delhi

28. **Decision making power of married working women in Perumbudi, Chennai, Tamil Nadu**
    - Kowsalya M., Chennai

29. **Crime against humanity: Modern day slavery violating human rights**
    - Navdeep Kaur, Chandigarh

30. **SHGS and Socio-Economic Development of Rural Women: A Study in Karur District, Tamil Nadu**
    - P. K. Muthukumar, J. Krishnamurthy & E. M. Ashok

31. **Women in Charitable Homes: Despairs and Hopes**
    - I. Rexlin & Dr. M. Rama Krishna, Tamil Nadu

32. **Process of Inclusive Democracy – The case of Nepal**
    - Roht K. M., Gujarat

33. **Conflict and Disability in Kashmir**
    - Shahzad Ahmad Wani, Srinagar

34. **Third Gender and Marginalization: A Sociological Study of Hijras in Jammu Region**
    - Usha Sharma, Jammu

35. **Kinship and Family System: A Sociological Analysis**
    - Dr. C. Karuppiah, Madurai

36. **Assessing Natural Disaster and its Impact on Community**
    - Dr. Pradeep Kumar Parida, Puducherry

37. **Eliminating Daughters: A Socio-cultural Study of Declining Sex Ratio in Kathua District of J&K**
    - Ms. Asha Rani, Jammu

38. **Analysis of the determinants of child labour**
    - Dr. N. J. Dhandayuthapani, Madras

39. **Impact of Conflict on West Pakistan Refugees in Jammu and Kashmir**
    - Deepthi Manchanda

40. **A Comparative Study of War Widows: Pre and Post Kargil War**
    - Ramesh D. Rathod

41. **Conflict Management and Democratisation**
    - L. Muhindo Singh

42. **Cost of Defending India: A Sociological critique of Military Spending in India**
    - Sudhir Kumar

43. **Military, State and Society: Sudhir Kumar and Mahendra Tiwari**

44. **Role of Female Police in Conflict Resolution in the State of Jammu and Kashmir**
    - Syed Nasir Ali Shah

45. **The Formation of Line of Control: Historical Background**
    - Ravi Kolotra

46. **Deployment and its Challenges on Military Families**
    - V. J. Girisha and Rekha K. Jadhav

47. **The Armed Forces Special Power Act 1958 in Manipur India**
    - Sayoni Ghosh

48. **Bharatiya Samaj Mein Aatankvad: Anatta Saini**

49. **Aatankvad Aur Tada: Anju Bala Sharma**

**RC 22: MILITARY SOCIOLOGY/ARMED FORCES AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION**

**Convener: Prof. Rajiv Gupta**

1. **Impact of Conflict on West Pakistan Refugees in Jammu and Kashmir**
   - Deepthi Manchanda

2. **A Comparative Study of War Widows: Pre and Post Kargil War**
   - Ramesh D. Rathod

3. **Conflict Management and Democratisation**
   - L. Muhindo Singh

4. **Cost of Defending India: A Sociological critique of Military Spending in India**
   - Sudhir Kumar

5. **Military, State and Society: Sudhir Kumar and Mahendra Tiwari**

   - Syed Nasir Ali Shah

7. **The Formation of Line of Control: Historical Background**
   - Ravi Kolotra

8. **Deployment and its Challenges on Military Families**
   - V. J. Girisha and Rekha K. Jadhav

9. **The Armed Forces Special Power Act 1958 in Manipur India**
   - Sayoni Ghosh

10. **Bharatiya Samaj Mein Aatankvad: Anatta Saini**

11. **Aatankvad Aur Tada: Anju Bala Sharma**

**RC 23: SOCIOLOGY OF LAW**

**Convener: Dr. Rashmi Jain**

1. **Lok Adalat as an Alternative to Judicial System: A Structural-Functional Analysis of the Janata Nyayalaya**
   - Dr. C. A. Somasekharappa, Dharmawada

2. **Impact of Nepali Migration to India: A Social Exclusion Framework**
   - Dr. Dinesh Vyas, Jaipur

3. **Right to Information and Good Governance**
   - Dr. Indira Srivastava, Allahabad

4. **Atrocities vis-a-vis Developmental Strategies for Scheduled Castes in Himachal Pradesh**
   - Dr. Kewal Krishan, Himachal Pradesh

5. **Emerging Issue of Juvenile Delinquency Law in India**
   - Dr. Manju Kumar, Jaipur

6. **Crime in Cyberspace: A Socio-Legal overview with reference to Indian Scenario**
   - Dr. Nidhi Bansal, Jaipur
7. Demographic Dividend’ and Changing Contours of Law in the Present Day India- Dr. Pardeep Singh & Ms. Anju Benwal, Haryana
8. Uniform Civil Code and Indian Society- Dr. Premna Singh Lavania, Jaipur
9. Role of Democratic Decentralization in the Development of India: An Analysis of PRI- Dr. Priyanka Mathur, Jaipur
10. Judicial Activism for Protection of Child Rights- Dr. R. Seyon, Tamil Nadu
11. Examining Gender Exclusion: A Socio-legal Analysis-Dr. Rashmi Jain, Jaipur
12. Labor Standards and Women’s Rights: Dilemmas of Collective Actions in Developing World- Dr. Shikha Sharma, Jaipur
13. Social Exclusion of Scheduled Castes in Tribal Areas: A Case Study of Himachal Pradesh- Dr. Sunita Surroch, Bijnath (H.P)
14. ‘Psyche Imprisonment/Crime to be counted in seconds’ is dragged on for four years: An unpublished headline of Indian News- Dr. Tamilarasu D, Tamilnadu
15. UGC Initiative to Curb Menace of Ragging in Higher Education- Dr. Kaushik Raval, Ahmedabad
16. A Socio- Legal Analysis of Section 377 and its Impact on Non-normative Sexualities- Mr. Manish Yadav, Jaipur
17. Imprisonment, Healthcare and the State: A Sociological Analysis- Ms. Debolina Chatterjee, kharagpur
18. Unheard Voices of the Van Gujari Community: A Case Study of Van Gujari’s Struggle for Inclusion in Rajaji National Park- Ms. Ruchi Moorti Singh
19. The prevalence and determinants of sexual violence against young married women by husbands in District Awari, Rajasthan- Teena Sharma, Jaipur
20. The Cultural Aspect Of Inheritance Rights- Neena Rosey Kahlon & Ravi Inder Kaur, Amritsar
21. Challenges of Social Exclusion to Democracy in India- Dr. Deepa Mathur, Jaipur
22. The Impact of Legal Literacy Training on Legal Consciousness and Women- Prof. Karine Bates, Canada
23. भारतीय लोकतान्त्रिक रीति-एक संस्कृति संस्कार में- असर कितना? वाराणसी
24. सत्ता संवादित समस्याएं: एक दृष्टिकोण- सुशीला मिश्रा, जयपुर
25. समाज सह रूढ़ि-एक संस्कृति संस्कार में असर कितना? वाराणसी
26. निष्क्रियता के दृष्टिकोण- सुशीला मिश्रा, जयपुर
27. भारत में प्रवासी की फॉर्म दुर्भाग्य- वाराणसी
28. विवाह व वाराणसी: एक संस्कृति संस्कार में असर कितना? वाराणसी

RC 24: SOCIOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH
Convenor: Prof. Bula Bhadra
Round Table: “Detached Together: Daily Life of Youth and the Cyber World” Chair: Prof. Bula Bhadra
Panelists: Dr. Ashish Saxena, Dr Vinod Chandra and Dr. A. Radhakrishnan Nair
1. Virtual World and Child’s Play- Ananya Chatterjee
2. Practicing Gender in School: An investigation of gender practice in a co-education school- Moulton Roy
3. Globalisation and rise in consumerism among Children: A social concern- Dr. Sunila Pandey
5. Children’s Education as a key to Development: Exploring the Impact of Right to Education Act- Dr. Sonal Mobar & Dr Vinod Chandra
7. Poverty, Gender and Quest for Education: A study of Kasrurba Gandhi Hostel for Girls at Tissa, Chamba, U.P- Dr. B.B. Badola
8. Sports as a vehicle of empowering girl children in India- Saheli Chowdhury
9. Career choices among the students of higher Secondary schools in Kolkata: A Sociological Exploration- Anisha Sen
10. Youth of Kolkata and Band Music: A Sociological Exploration- Anindita Chakrabarty
11. Portraying Youth Transitions & Social Exclusion- Dr. Ashish
12. Development at the crossroads: Youthopia or Youthphobia?- Sreeweeta Singh
14. Students’ Protest in West Bengal: A Legacy- Kingsook Saha
15. A Sociological Exploration of Youth Mobilization in Politics in Bollywood Film “Yuva”- Suvankar Dasgupta
16. Popularity, Youth, Bollywood and Women- Kathakali Debar
17. Bullying and its Effect- Mohana
18. Social Security of Street Children in question- Nirupama Samantaray
20. The Physical and Psychological Effects of Road Accident on the Adolescents and its Effects on their Family- Shweta Salu & Ratan K. Srivastava

RC-18 ‘Sociology of Crime & Deviance’- Publication of an edited Book
Prof. Ramesh H. Makwana, Convener RC-18
P.G. Dept. of Sociology, Sardar Patel University, Gujarat

We have published an edited book on “Contemporary Crime in Indian Society” based on selected Papers presented in RC-18 ‘Sociology of Crime & Deviance’ under Indian Sociological Society. The book published from Gyan Publication, New Delhi. The foreword of this book is written by Prof. Ishwar Modi (Former President of ISS). Findings and policy recommendations of this book are important for policy makers and scholars of Sociology. This positive aspect motivates us to convert such valuable research articles/papers into book form so that positive and constructive message will reach at a large scale. The book will be very useful to planners and policy makers and researchers who are interested in Sociology of crime.
National Seminar on “Sustainable Tribal Development and North-East India” organized by Department of Sociology, Rajiv Gandhi Central University, Arunachal Pradesh

The Department of Sociology, Rajiv Gandhi University, Arunachal Pradesh organized National Seminar on “Sustainable Tribal Development and North-East India” on 19th September, 2014. Seminar was inaugurated by Vice Chancellor Prof. Tamo Mibang, Prof. M. Hussain, the convener of the seminar spoke on history and evolution of the department of sociology at Rajiv Gandhi University, Arunachal Pradesh. Dr. Soubhagya Ranjan Padhi, Head, of the department and organizing secretary of the seminar presented the theme of this seminar. Prof. Viginus Xowa, Deputy Director, Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Guwahati delivered the keynote address. He spoke on different dimensions of sustainable tribal development in the context of North-East India and issues of indigenous knowledge, tribal identity and significance of integrated approach policy of Government of India. There were four parallel technical sessions and thirty papers were presented thematically. Dr. Dipali Ranjan Sahu of Lucknow University delivered the valedictory address in which he provided a comparative analysis of tribal areas of north-east India and of central India and discussed the constraints of sustainability.

The issues of inner line permit, introduction of railways, commercialization of agriculture, prospect of tourism, preservation of culture and indigenous practices, continuation of certain traditional rituals and religious functions were deliberated upon by the delegates. The seminar proceedings would be published and circulated. Mr. Bikash Bage and Dr. Shashank Yadav, faculty members of the department presented vote of thanks respectively in the inaugural and valedictory session.

Dr. Soubhagya Ranjan Padhi
Organizing Secretary

Sociological Bulletin

BACK VOLUMES ON CD

The electronic version of Sociological Bulletin Volumes 1 to 55 digitised in one Compact Disc (CD) is now available for sale. With this CD all articles published in the Bulletin from its inception in 1992 to 2006 can be accessed in PDF format using author or article search functions, books reviews can be accessed issue-wise.

Price
Individuals: Rs 500/-
Institutions in India: Rs 1,000/-
Individuals Institutions Abroad: US $ 50
Packing and Postage Extra
Within India: Rs 100/-
Abroad: US $ 10

SUBSCRIBE to E - Newsletter by sending an email at rashmi.jn1@gmail.com

Directory of ISS Members 2011

The Society has brought out the Directory of its members in the Diamond Jubilee Year 2011. It has 290 pages in A-4 size.

Price Rs. 250 (inclusive of postage charges)
Orders can be placed by sending a Demand Draft, drawn in favour of ‘Indian Sociological Society’ payable in Delhi

Krishnan Namboodiri
Secretary (Office)
Indian Sociological Society
Institute of Social Sciences
8 Nelson Mandela Road
New Delhi 110070 Tel (011) 43158830

ISS Newsletter and ISS E-Newsletter

The ISS Members, the ISS Research Committee Conveners and the Regional Associations of Sociology affiliated to ISS are welcome to communicate the news, information and reports etc. about their academic activities for consideration of publication in the ISS Newsletter to
Dr. Sukant K Choudhary
<sukankchoudhary@gmail.com>
and for ISS E-Newsletter to
Dr. Rashmi Jain <rashmi.jn1@gmail.com>

ISS E-Journal

The ISS Members are welcome to send their papers for consideration of publication in the newly established ISS E-Journal to its Editor:
Prof. B K Pathnaik
<pathnaik@iesec.ac.in>

ISS Website

The ISS Members are requested to visit the ISS Website: http://www.insoso.org/as frequently as possible for latest updates on the activities of the Society.